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The multi-scale complexity of lath martensitic microstructures requires scale-bridging analyses to better
understand the deformation mechanisms activated therein. In this study, plasticity in lath martensite is
investigated by multi-ﬁeld mapping of deformation-induced microstructure, topography, and strain
evolution at different spatial resolution vs. ﬁeld-of-view combinations. These investigations reveal sitespeciﬁc initiation of dislocation activity within laths, as well as signiﬁcant plastic accommodation in the
vicinity of high angle block and packet boundaries. The observation of interface plasticity raises several
questions regarding the role of thin inter-lath austenite ﬁlms. Thus, accompanying transmission electron
microscopy and synchrotron x-ray diffraction experiments are carried out to investigate the stability of
these ﬁlms to mechanical loading, and to discuss alternative boundary sliding mechanisms to explain the
observed interface strain localization.
© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Martensite as a phase is known for its strength and hardness,
but not for its ductility. Yet, this crucial constituent of high strength
steels does exhibit some level of plastic accommodation, depending
on composition [1e5] and thermomechanical treatment history
[6e9]. This report aims at extending the current understanding on
the micro- and nano-scale deformation mechanisms in lath
martensite. The long-term goal of the presented work is to lay
foundations for the design of tough, as-quenched lath martensitic
steels.
We begin with a brief overview of recent developments in the
understanding of lath martensitic structures in steels, since deformation mechanisms are strongly connected to these characteristics.
The works of Morito et al. [10,11] and Kitahara et al. [12] introduced
the crystallographic hierarchy of lath martensite based on the
Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship [13] between
martensite and prior austenite; {110}a0 II {111}g, 〈111〉a0 II 〈110〉g. The
24 possible variants are grouped into four packets, including six
variants sharing the same {110} habit plane, and are further subdivided into blocks separated by high-angle boundaries, sub-
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blocks and low-misoriented laths. Accordingly, the austenite
transforms into thin lath-shaped crystals in between planar interfaces parallel to the {110}a0 habit plane resulting in a locally
anisotropic microstructure, as summarized in Fig. 1. In contrast to
equiaxed grains, the extension of laths is restricted in one dimension resulting in a stack of virtually single crystals with thicknesses
limited to ~200 nm [14]. The shear deformation involved in
martensitic transformation causes a severely dislocated lath
structure, which is initially supersaturated with interstitial carbon.
Relaxation processes inevitably occur even upon quenching, leading to some degree of (auto-) tempering effects in the as-quenched
microstructure [4,15e17].
As a result of these processes and conditions, lath martensitic
microstructures exhibit crystallographic, compositional and
morphological heterogeneities induced during the course of
martensitic transformation from Ms to Mf[15], which are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, early transforming
coarse laths with relatively low dislocation densities (see insets of
dislocation networks) are subjected to more extensive autotempering during the quenching process (see insets of carbon
distribution maps) in comparison to later transforming thinner
laths [15]. From a plasticity viewpoint, these heterogeneities (as
well as residual stress distribution heterogeneity [9]) should create
a scatter in local yield strength even within the bounds of a single
prior austenite grain [15,18,19]. Simultaneous presence of several
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Fig. 1. As-quenched lath martensite microstructure schematically illustrating the
crystallographic and topological hierarchy ranging from prior austenite grains to
packets, blocks, sub-blocks and laths [10]. Color-code schematically represents possible
variations in local yield strength (YS) due to lath size, defect density (see dislocations
revealed by electron channeling contrast imaging in the inset) and interstitial carbon
content (see atom maps revealed by atom probe tomography analysis in the inset) [15].

further strengthening mechanisms such as solid solution hardening
[20] including carbon Cottrell atmosphere effects [21], early stage
carbide precipitation [22] and defect interactions [23] explain the
martensite's high base strength.
Several studies focused on revealing microstructure-property
relationships in lath martensitic steels [24e27]. Since martensite
blocks are separated by high angle grain boundaries restricting slip
transmission, the effective grain size in martensitic microstructures
is usually deﬁned as the block size [24]. This was conﬁrmed by
micro-bending tests differentiating low-angle slip transmission
and high-angle dislocation pile-up behavior by slip trace analysis
[25]. Also, Ghassemi-Armaki et al. found an increase in local strain
hardening due to the presence of block boundaries in micro-pillar
compression tests [26]. Sub-block boundaries also contribute to
boundary strengthening [27].
Considering the bcc slip systems {110}〈111〉 and {211}〈111〉 [28],
together with the geometric lath constraints, leads to the classiﬁcation of in-lath- and out-of-lath-plane slip. In fact, slip on the {110}
habit plane with two possible 〈111〉 slip directions intrinsically
proceeds parallel to the lath interfaces. The preferential activation
of in-lath-plane slip was revealed by in-situ electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) analyses during tensile deformation by Michiuchi et al. [29], who compared the experimentally observed crystal
rotations to predictions by the Sachs- and Taylor model. Nambu
et al. described a transition in slip behavior during plastic deformation with ﬁrst the activation of in-lath-plane slip systems followed by transgranular slip after the transition point, which was
observed as a slope change in the true stress-strain curve [30]. Mine
et al. subscribed lower critical resolved shear stresses to activate the
in-lath-plane slip system as analyzed from micro-tensile tests
probing speciﬁc morphological and crystallographic orientations in
lath martensite [31]. In essence, slip plays an important role in the
plastic deformation of low-carbon lath martensite while it is being
altered by the morphological and crystallographic constraints given
by the hierarchical microstructures.
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A number of studies recently showed that the presence of a
small fraction of austenite, retained in between martensite laths as
thin ﬁlms even in low-carbon low alloyed steels [32e34] (see
Fig. 1), may have an inﬂuence in the plasticity of martensite
[35e37]. Maresca et al. could reproduce the tensile behavior of lath
martensite by incorporating the austenitic phase in crystal plasticity simulations. The results were validated with experimental
data from Mine et al. and the model also incorporated the constrained slip activity in lath martensite [36]. Owing to the orientation relationship between martensite and retained austenite, one
{111} slip plane in the austenite thin ﬁlm is intrinsically parallel to
the interfacial habit plane, so that the austenite potentially acts as a
‘greasy ﬁlm’ in the deformation process [35].
Experimental evidence for this kind of interface plasticity is
presently very rare. A recent micro-tensile study by Du et al.
revealed sliding of lath martensite substructure boundaries during
deformation, which was suggested to be enabled by the presence of
thin ﬁlm retained austenite [38]. On the other hand, Morito et al.
found indications for the transformation of retained austenite at
low strain levels to similarly oriented fresh martensite by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses [32,39]. Interestingly,
Ohmura et al. observed dislocation absorption at a block boundary
by in-situ indentation in TEM and suggested a boundary sliding
mechanism owing to the {110} nature of martensite interfaces
which naturally correspond to the dominant slip plane [40].
The studies suggest that - besides conventional dislocation
gliding - interface plasticity requires more attention to completely
understand the mechanisms governing lath martensite deformation. The motivation comes not only from the naturally high
interface density in martensitic steels, but also from the crystallographically determined character of the different types of interfaces
and the presence of a second phase at the interface. With this
report we aim at clarifying the occurrence and origin of interface
plasticity and its interaction with slip processes in the interfacefree martensitic zones and the effect of initial microstructure heterogeneity on these deformation mechanisms.
2. Experimental
Two model low-carbon alloys with compositions Fe-0.13C-5.1Ni
and Fe-0.30C-5Ni (wt%) were provided by ArcelorMittal Research in
res in form of cold-rolled sheet material. The addition of
Maizie
~5 wt% Ni promotes enhanced ductility to facilitate the investigation of martensite plasticity. The macroscopic tensile properties in
terms of yield strength, tensile strength and elongation to failure
are 949 MPa ± 29 MPa, 1239 MPa ± 19 MPa, 13.2% ± 0.4% for Fe0.13C-5.1Ni and 1308 MPa ± 28 MPa, 1886 MPa ± 49 MPa, 7.5%
for Fe-0.30C-5Ni. Lath martensitic microstructures were obtained
by austenitization treatment for 5 min at 900! C and subsequent
water-quenching. Samples for tensile and bending tests were cut
and subjected to a metallographic preparation routine including
grinding and polishing in order to allow for surface observations.
Three sample surface conditions were used for the subsequent
characterization tests. One set of tensile samples was etched in 1%
Nital; another set was decorated with a single layer of SiO2 particles
[41]; and the bending sample was used in the as-polished condition. These surface conditions enable a multi-scale characterization
approach of the bulk martensite deformation response with large
ﬁeld-of-view strain mapping, high resolution strain mapping and
trace analysis, respectively. The combination of strain mapping
with topographic surface observations allows analyzing both, the
in-plane and out-of-plane strain components on the sample
surface.
Fig. 2 shows these surface states respectively (see the insets),
and the applied stepwise deformation procedure imposed using a
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Fig. 2. Methodological overview about the applied multi-scale deformation analysis. Etched (a1), SiO2 decorated (b1) and ﬂat (c1) surface conditions of tensile/bending samples
allow for meso- (a2) and nano-strain (b2) mapping, as well as for surface trace analysis (c2). Red crosses on the continuous tensile curves in the insets of a1 and b1 schematically
show the interruption points for image acquisition; bending deformation (inset of c1) is applied stepwise without unloading. Correlative EBSD analysis is carried out prior and after
deformation indicated by underlay of inverse pole ﬁgure maps (in (c) after slight repolishing). EBSD: electron backscatter diffraction. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Kammrath & Weiss tensile stage. The ‘ﬁeld-of-view’ sample was
stepwise deformed to 3.7%, 12.2% and 18.9% average local strain
levels in the area of interest (Fig. 2a1), the ‘high resolution’ sample
was deformed to 2.8% average local strain followed by secondary
electron (SE) imaging of the SiO2 pattern (Fig. 2b1). The as-polished
sample was deformed by an in-house made 3-point bending setup.
SE imaging was carried out using a Zeiss 1540XB Crossbeam
scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated at 30 kV. SE imaging
on the same microstructural position was repeated at every
deformation step. The SE images were correlated using digital
image correlation (DIC) in the ARAMIS software to obtain the corresponding strain evolution. The strain maps are presented for the
last deformation step in Fig. 2a2 and b2. Note that the tensile load
was applied in horizontal direction. SE and electron channeling
contrast imaging (ECCI) for bending experiments were carried out
using a Zeiss “Merlin” SEM at 30 kV.
Before and after complete deformation, EBSD was carried out on
the same microstructural positions as observed with SE imaging
during deformation, which is also shown in Fig. 2. EBSD with

30e50 nm step size was conducted using a Zeiss 1540XB Crossbeam SEM and a Jeol 6500F SEM operated at 30 kV. Reconstruction
of the prior austenite grain structures is achieved by the ARPGE
software [42]. For automated analysis of highest Schmid factor slip
systems the STABIX matlab toolbox was used [43].
After deformation thin foil specimens are extracted by focused
ion beam (FIB) lift-out technique with respect to different local
strain levels shown with star marks in Fig. 2a2. A Dual-Beam FEI FIB
Helios Nanolab was used for the lift-out and thinning procedure.
Transmission Kikuchi diffraction measurements for orientation
mapping on the thin foil specimens were carried out using a FEI
dual-beam microscope operated at 25 kV with 13 nA current. For
subsequent TEM analyses a JEOL JEM-ARM200F microscope was
used operated at 200 kV.
Synchrotron x-ray diffraction (s-XRD) measurements were carried out in transmission mode on fractured tensile samples in order
to obtain diffraction proﬁles at different local strain levels. The
strain distribution during tensile testing was observed by optical
DIC based on spray coating. In the synchrotron measurements, the
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Fig. 3. (a) Strain distribution at three tensile deformation steps; (b) thresholded strain map (>20%) obtained at the second deformation step overlaid to a Taylor factor map from
EBSD analysis; (c) correlation of data points plotted as Taylor factor against local strain value with red line showing the linear regression with slope ~ 0. EBSD: electron backscatter
diffraction. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. (a) Geometric orientation of the lath longitudinal direction with respect to horizontal tensile axis in the undeformed microstructure; (b) and (c) show the overlay of the
thresholded strain map (>20%) in the initial two deformation steps.

Fig. 5. (a) Overlay of high angle boundaries (>12% misorientation) to high resolution strain map showing the region of ~ one prior austenite grain; (b) correlated strain and
misorientation proﬁle along arrow in (a).

beam was aligned with respect to the strain gradient along the
sample axis (also schematically shown in Fig. 12b1). The European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble was used for
experiments with 1 mm beam diameter and 60.025 keV beam
energy (l ¼ 0.0207 nm).

evolution of local strain distribution in Fig. 3a with the respective
local strain maps as insets.1 The average strain at the deformation
steps yields 3.7%, 12.2% and 18.9%. The strain heterogeneity in terms
of peak width is gradually increasing indicating strain localization
during deformation. Fig. 3b correlates the thresholded local strain
map (> 20%) from the second deformation step with the Taylor

3. Results
3.1. Strain localization
We ﬁrst analyze the meso-scale strain distribution that covers
multiple prior austenite grains. The aim is to statistically investigate
the points of strain localization before exemplarily focusing on
single prior austenite grains at higher resolution. The ﬁnal results
obtained from the ‘ﬁeld-of-view’ samples (Fig. 2a) are shown as

1
Three types of strain measures are relevant in this context: First, we use the
'local strains' that are derived from the symmetric portion of the displacement
gradient tensor that is locally derived via digital image correlation. Second, we use
the 'average strain' to describe the global deformation of the wider region of interest that by adding up all the individual strains obtained locally. Third, in some
cases one may refer to nominal strains which is the deformation indicated by the
machine. For identifying the underlying deformation mechanisms the local strains
are particularly relevant.
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Fig. 6. (a) SE image of the undeformed microstructure with high magniﬁcation SE and ECCI (inverted for better visual clarity) insets; (b) and (c) show the deformation response.
Contamination artifacts in the highly deformed areas are marked with a yellow star; (d) inverse pole ﬁgure map showing the same undeformed microstructure as in (a) with insets
illustrating the highest Schmid factor slip systems (purple) and interfacial planes (grey) in two blocks, B1 and B2; (e) color coded map showing angle between 〈111〉 slip direction
and horizontal tensile loading axis; (f) Schmid factor map of reconstructed austenite structure with highest Schmid factor slip systems (blue) indicated in two austenite grains. SE:
secondary electron; ECCI: electron channeling contrast imaging. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

factor map obtained from EBSD analysis of the initially undeformed
microstructure. The Taylor factor serves here as a simpliﬁed kinematic homogenization measure that quantiﬁes the total amount of
crystallographic shear required for compatible grain deformation
per microscopic unit deformation step. The more crystallographic
slip is needed (high Taylor factor) the more intense the grain
hardness and hardening is supposed to be in this context. This
means that Taylor factors are approximate individual grain strength
measures and can serve to evaluate the deformation ability of each
martensite portion under the applied loading conditions [44]. The
overlaying of both, Taylor factor and strain maps requires image
distortion that is guided using the etched microstructure images
obtained for strain mapping. For full ﬁeld-of-view quantiﬁcation,
the strain value at every pixel is correlated with the corresponding
value of Taylor factor (i.e. both maps are coarsened to the same
resolution). Fig. 3c shows the collection of all pixels plotted as
Taylor factor against strain value. As the resulting slope of the linear
ﬁt is approximately null (0.049), this analysis does not reveal any
signiﬁcant correlation between strain localization zones and the
corresponding Taylor factor.
In Fig. 4 we present another EBSD overlay for identifying
texture-topology-strain correlations based on the geometric lath
alignment. Here, lath alignment refers to the 2D surface-projected
orientation of the lath longitudinal direction. In order to automatically determine the lath alignment, the grain tolerance angle is
decreased to 2! so that stacks of laths can be separately identiﬁed
by the TSL OIM software.2 Then, the identiﬁed grains are ﬁtted with

2
Usually, low angle lath boundaries (< 5! ) are not consistently captured by EBSD
probing in SEM. However, a stack of laths with almost identical crystallographic
orientation, i.e. a sub-block, exhibits the same longitudinal direction as the individual lath components.

an ellipsoid shape using the ellipse orientation function in the TSL
OIM software. The major axis of the ellipse is assumed as the lath
longitudinal direction and color coded with respect to the angle
against the tensile direction from 0! to 90! , as exemplarily shown in
the cropped region in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b and c reveal the locations of
strain localization by overlaying the thresholded strain map. After
3.7% average strain, strain localization is only observed along ~ 45!
oriented laths. After 12.2% average strain, further strain localization
along ~ 45! oriented laths occurs, while also laths deviating from
the 45! orientation are covered with local strain bands. For
example, also the group of laths with almost parallel orientation to
the tensile direction is covered by the surrounding strain pattern.
However, the direction of individual strain bands remains predominantly in 45! orientation to the tensile direction.
In order to determine the locations of strain accumulation with
highest spatial resolution, Fig. 5a shows a high resolution strain
map (Fig. 2b) of a zone that includes approximately one prior
austenite grain. On top of the strain map the outlines of high angle
boundaries with misorientations larger than 12! are overlaid. This
misorientation selection includes martensite block and packet
boundaries as well as prior austenite grain boundaries [10]. The
correspondence between strain localization and high angle
boundaries is revealed by recording a strain proﬁle together with a
point-to-point misorientation analysis, as shown in Fig. 5b along
the red arrow in Fig. 5a. The high angle boundaries are indicated by
vertical lines which coincide in every case with a local strain peak.
Four of the major six strain peaks correspond to high angle
boundaries. This result reveals that signiﬁcant strain localization is
taking place at high angle boundaries. However, strain localization
is also observed in the bulk of the blocks (i.e. away from the
boundaries) as indicated by the ﬂuctuations in the strain proﬁle.
Both of these plastic accommodation processes, (i) in the bulk and
(ii) at interfaces, are further studied next by surface trace analysis.
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Fig. 7. (a) SE image of the undeformed microstructure; (b) and (c) show boundary steps upon deformation; (d) inverse pole ﬁgure map of the same region as in (a) with highlighted
high angle packet (white arrow) and block (black arrow) boundaries, inset shows the ~ 45! orientation to loading direction of the interfacial habit plane. SE: secondary electron.

Fig. 8. (a) Kernel average misorientation map of the undeformed microstructure with arrows pointing at typical low-misoriented coarse lath regions; (b) SE image of the same
position after slight etching; (c) and (d) deformation response after applying 1.9% and 3.5% nominal strain, respectively. (e) inverse pole ﬁgure map of a coarse lath region with
arrow pointing at coarse lath boundary; (f) SE image of the same position; (g) and (h) deformation response revealing the appearance of a pronounced boundary step and slip
traces; inset in (h) shows grey value proﬁles in a coarse (blue) and thin (red) lath region with stars marking proﬁle peaks indicative for slip steps. SE: secondary electron. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2. Bulk plasticity
In order to compare bulk and interface plasticity processes, we
used SE topographic imaging with residual background diffraction
contrast. In this way we image both, the topographic evolution
upon deformation and at the same time maintaining the

information about martensitic crystallographic structure. First, we
focus on the topography evolution away from martensite boundaries. For this purpose, the tension side of a polished sample was
observed in an interrupted 3-point bending experiment. Fig. 6a
shows an SE image of mainly one prior austenite grain in the undeformed state. Upon deformation, as shown in Fig. 6b and c, one
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Fig. 9. (a) Bright ﬁeld TEM overview image of the thin foil specimen with ﬁeld-of-view inverse pole ﬁgure map in (b) revealing the edge-on orientation of laths; (c) bright ﬁeld TEM
image of lath structure with corresponding selected area diffraction pattern in (d) revealing prominent bcc reﬂections (red) þ weak fcc spots (green); (e) dark ﬁeld TEM image
obtained using austenite spot; (f1) high resolution TEM image of same lath boundary as observed in (c); (f2) magniﬁed section showing fcc atomic columns at lath boundary
satisfying the K-S orientation relationship. TEM: transmission electron microscopy. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

observes signiﬁcant plasticity in the middle sections indicated by a
high density of steep surface steps in this region. Some of the details of the process are discussed comparatively using the insets in
this ﬁgure. The top inset shows an ECCI analysis of the interior of a
lath neighboring the high deformation region, revealing the dislocation network. The series of ECC images shows no apparent
changes to the initial dislocation network structure, despite the
imposed deformation. The bottom inset of Fig. 6b, which focuses on
the topography evolution in the highly deforming region, shows
two surface steps, which lie exactly parallel to the lath longitudinal
direction (Fig. 6b). In the second deformation step, shown in Fig. 6c,
indications of another set of parallel surface steps, which lie almost
perpendicular to the lath longitudinal direction, are revealed.

In Fig. 6def the observations discussed above are compared to
the EBSD data obtained from the same region in the undeformed
state. Fig. 6d shows that the region showing strong localization of
plasticity (i.e. including the bottom inset of Fig. 6aec) corresponds
to one speciﬁc crystallographic block B1, which is neighbored on
both sides by another block B2.3 Apparently, in B1 the slip system
with the highest Schmid factor (italic indices) is parallel to the

3
Note that there is another B1 block present in the region (bottom left) which
shows however less plastic deformation which might be due to the much shorter
length in the longitudinal direction and spatial constraints by the prior austenite
grain yielding a different strain accommodation response.
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Fig. 10. (a) Bright ﬁeld TEM image of the deformed microstructure with corresponding selected area diffraction pattern in (b) showing only bcc reﬂections (red); (c) and (d)
scanning-TEM bright ﬁeld and dark ﬁeld images revealing disrupted boundary structure. TEM: transmission electron microscopy. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Schematic representation of deformation mechanisms in lath martensite as a superposition of slip system orientation, interface orientation and initial yield strength
distribution due to lath size, defect density and carbon distribution variations (right) to yield the observed deformation response (left).
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Fig. 12. (a) Comparison of strain distribution in Fe-0.30C-5.0Ni and Fe-0.13C-5.1Ni lath martensite; inset shows strain maps of deformed Fe-0.30C-5.0Ni indicating as well interface
and slip plasticity; (b1) s-XRD of Fe-0.30C-5.0Ni revealing bcc peaks; (b2) magniﬁed segment of the fcc peak position with s-XRD proﬁles overlaid from deformed microstructures
and undeformed Fe-0.13C-5.1Ni microstructure; (c) SE image of surface steps on fractured tensile samples revealing boundary steps with indications of embrittlement. s-XRD:
synchrotron x-ray diffraction; SE: secondary electron.

interfacial habit plane (underlined indices), as schematically shown
in the top inset of Fig. 6d. The primarily observed surface steps in
this region coincide with the direction of the slip system plane
traces. However in less deformed B2, a {211}〈111〉 slip system has
the highest Schmid factor.
To illustrate why different slip systems are activated within the
same packet, Fig. 6e shows the orientation of the 〈111〉 slip direction
with respect to the loading direction. In B1 the best oriented 〈111〉
direction is very close to the optimum 45! creating the highest
resolved shear stress. In B2, however, the favorable 〈111〉 direction
is signiﬁcantly more deviating from 45! , so that another slip system
is activated. In Fig. 6f the highest Schmid factor slip systems are
analyzed for the reconstructed prior austenite grain structure. The
slip system, which would be hypothetically favored in the center
prior austenite grain (if the prior austenite would be deformed,
instead of the transformed martensite), has a higher Schmid factor
than those in the surrounding austenite grains. Also note that the
{111} fcc slip plane in the center prior austenite grain is exactly
parallel to the {110} slip plane being activated in B1 after
martensitic transformation, as it is clear from the respective insets
(Fig. 6d and f).

sides they are near-parallel, with respect to the loading direction.
Following the ﬁrst deformation step (Fig. 7b), a steep surface step
appears right at the boundary between horizontally and vertically
aligned laths. Upon further deformation (Fig. 7c), this step gets even
more pronounced, while at the other side three surface steps
develop at other martensite boundaries. The crystallographic orientations in the observed region are shown in Fig. 7d by an inverse
pole ﬁgure map with arrows pointing at the positions of boundary
surface steps. The group of vertical laths is surrounded by two
packet boundaries (i.e. revealed by the change of geometric lath
orientation) marked with white arrows. Importantly, both packet
boundaries correspond to locations of boundary surface steps. It
becomes obvious that a different deformation process must be
activated that is limited only to the interfacial regions, which is in
clear contrast to the appearance of slip traces away from boundaries in the bulk martensite, as shown in Fig. 6. Also, within the
center packet in Fig. 7, a slightly weaker surface step appears right
at a block boundary, as indicated by the black arrow. EBSD analysis
further reveals that the orientation of the interfacial plane in the
middle packet is oriented about 43! to the loading direction, as
indicated by the inset in Fig. 7d.

3.3. Interface plasticity

3.4. Inﬂuence of microstructure heterogeneity

In Fig. 7 another region from the tensile part of the 3-point
bending sample is analyzed. Fig. 7a shows an SE image in the undeformed state. Note that in the middle part of the investigated
area the lath long directions are near-perpendicular, while on both

The bulk and interface plasticity mechanisms discussed above
are inﬂuenced by lath size variations in the as-quenched microstructure. Fig. 8a presents a large ﬁeld-of-view kernel average
misorientation map (analyzed within ﬁrst nearest neighbourhood
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of EBSD data points) of the undeformed microstructure. Typical
coarse lath regions, as they were introduced in Ref. [15], are marked
with arrows. Fig. 8bed shows the microstructural evolution upon
deformation applied as fully in-situ tensile loading in the horizontal
direction. The undeformed microstructure is shown in Fig. 8b with
arrows pointing at the same coarse laths.
The topographic evolution upon deformation to 1.9% (Fig. 8c)
and 3.5% nominal strain (Fig. 8d) indicates surface steps especially
at coarse lath boundaries. The surface steps are identiﬁed by
contrast changes. Fig. 8e and f zoom-in to a coarse lath region from
the 3-point bending experiment, providing corresponding inverse
pole ﬁgure map and topographic SE images. The entire area constitutes a single crystallographic packet. The evolution of surface
steps upon deformation is shown in Fig. 8g and h, revealing a
distinct surface step at the coarse lath boundary marked with an
arrow. Note that the crystallographic orientation of the coarse lath
coincides with the one in the inset in Fig. 7d exhibiting ~ 45!
orientation of the interface with respect to the tensile direction.
Apart from the localization of plasticity at this coarse lath boundary,
also the coarse lath interiors show pronounced slip activity. This is
obvious from the appearance of regular step patterns starting at the
ﬁrst deformation step (Fig. 8g), while in the surrounding thin laths
almost no slip steps are present. The densities of slip traces is
quantiﬁed by plotting the grey value proﬁle in a coarse and in a thin
lath region of almost same crystallographic orientation along the
arrows shown in Fig. 8g and h.4 In the ﬁrst deformation step three
slip traces appeared along the blue arrow (coarse lath) and only one
slip trace in the thin lath indicating that slip plasticity is initiated in
the coarse lath region. In the second deformation step the coarse
laths are covered with a dense pattern of steps, while signiﬁcantly
less slip activity is observed in the neighboring thin laths, as it is
obvious from the inset of Fig. 8h.
3.5. Role of thin austenite ﬁlms
In order to investigate the origin of the observed interface
plasticity, post-mortem TEM analysis is carried out on thin ﬁlm
samples lifted-out after completed deformation tests with strain
mapping. TEM samples are prepared from four different regions in
the strain map shown in Fig. 2a2 with different local strain levels.
Also, an undeformed sample is prepared for TEM investigations.
Fig. 9a shows an overview TEM bright ﬁeld image of the FIBprepared thin foil lamella from the undeformed microstructure.
Orientation mapping by transmission Kikuchi diffraction reveals
that in the top part of the lamella laths are oriented with interfaces
perpendicular to the specimen plane, as shown by the {110}
interfacial plane orientation in Fig. 9b. This conﬁguration is desirable for the detection of thin ﬁlm austenite, since diffraction
overlap can be avoided. Fig. 9c shows the typical undeformed
martensite lath structure with TEM bright ﬁeld imaging. The
diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 9b reveals the homogeneous 〈100〉
zone axis orientation of martensite indicating that no high angle
boundaries are present in the selected area of Fig. 9a. Still, in
addition, weak reﬂections forming a distorted hexagonal pattern
and corresponding to an fcc phase are observed. As revealed by the
dark ﬁeld image from the (-11-1) austenite spot, the fcc phase is
located at the martensite interfaces which is in good agreement
with previous TEM studies on thin ﬁlm retained austenite [32e34].
One set of {110} martensite and {111} austenite spots are on top of
each other, thereby fulﬁlling the K-S orientation relationship

4
Slip steps are indicated by bright lines appearing from the topographic effect on
the SE signal. The difference in base grey value is due to the slight orientation
differences yielding another background diffraction contrast.
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between martensite and austenite. The same lath boundary was
investigated by high resolution TEM in the thin edge part of the
sample. Fig. 9f shows the 〈100〉 oriented martensite matrix on both
sides of the boundary and the atomic arrangements in the interfacial region by means of high resolution TEM. The Fourier transformation signal from the boundary region (not shown here) well
corresponds to the observed diffraction pattern in Fig. 9b indicating
the presence of an fcc phase. In fact, the hexagonal distorted
pattern is present in the high resolution image indicated by green
marks on the {111} austenite lattice planes. The red lines show the
{110} martensite planes where the {110} habit plane is also parallel
to one {111} fcc plane.
The deformed microstructure is shown in Fig. 10a in terms of
bright ﬁeld TEM, as one example of the four specimens investigated. The sample was tilted again to the 〈100〉 zone axis as shown
by the diffraction pattern in Fig. 10b, however now lacking the
presence of austenite spots. The disappearance of fcc spots is
conﬁrmed by diffraction patterns of the same orientation in the
other three TEM samples, with varying local strain levels around
the average value of 18.9% (see Fig. 2d2). Instead, the STEM-bright
ﬁeld and edark ﬁeld images in Fig. 10c and d indicate a roughened lath boundary structure after deformation which is in good
agreement with TEM observations by Morito et al. [39]. The
contrast changes along the interface are marked with white arrows.
4. Discussion
These results suggest that for an improved understanding of lath
martensite plasticity a simpliﬁed view that considers only crystallography - neglecting microstructure morphology and interface
density - is not sufﬁcient (see Figs. 3e5). In fact, these microstructural factors have superimposing effects on bulk and interface
plasticity mechanisms. For the former, the activation of the in-lathplane slip system enables enhanced local plasticity due to the long
dislocation mean free path in the lath's longitudinal direction [45].
The example in Fig. 6 shows that the initial plasticity in the
observed prior austenite grain is mostly carried by the center block,
where in-lath-plane slip is initiated in contrast to the less deformed
surrounding blocks. This observation is in good agreement with
previous studies analyzing the peculiarities of in-lath-plane slip in
lath martensite [25,29e31]. It is widely conﬁrmed that slip deformation is initiated by the activation of in-lath-plane slip.
Considering this special slip mechanism in lath martensite, it is
important to note that in a given packet the geometric lath orientation remains the same. Thus, also the in-lath slip plane is parallel
with the same resolved shear stress under constant loading conditions. However, it is the slip direction that differs among blocks in
one packet and decides whether the in-lath- or any out-of-lathplane slip system is activated. In the example presented in Fig. 6 it is
in fact the most favorable {110}〈111〉 slip system (i.e. with the
highest Schmid factor) that is activated in the center block. This
becomes clear from the Schmid factor analysis of the prior austenite
grain orientation. Since the {111}〈110〉 austenite slip systems are
parallel to the {110}〈111〉 martensite slip systems under the K-S
orientation relationship, the highest Schmid factor austenite slip
system correlates with its martensite counterpart (see Fig. 6d and
e). The prior austenite grain structure already determines the
orientation of, in particular, the in-lath-plane slip systems in
martensite. Assuming that all variants are equally present in one
prior austenite grain [46], the austenite grain with the highest
Schmid factor might also initiate plasticity earliest in the deformation process, though the austenite grains transformed to
martensite. Hence, the investigated grain in Fig. 6 is capable of
carrying the initial plasticity (see Fig. 5e).
Naturally, the slip system orientations are one of the factors that
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determine the observed strain localization and deformation
behavior. Fig. 11 shows schematically how the observed deformation response is a superposition of different factors. Interestingly, it
was observed that besides slip plasticity inside the laths, also signiﬁcant plasticity is taking place right at the boundaries, which is in
excellent agreement with recent results of Du et al. [38]. Our results
show that the strain localizes especially at high angle block and
packet boundaries (see Fig. 5). At block boundaries the geometric
lath orientation is maintained, however, the crystallographic
orientation is changing resulting in a mismatch among the slip
systems that are active on adjacent sides of the interface, resulting
in local strain incompatibility [47,48]. Thus, high stress localization
due to piling-up of dislocations is expected on the boundary plane
resulting in the observed boundary surface steps, e.g. in Fig. 7.
Also, packet boundaries are prone to experience strain localization. At packet boundaries the geometric lath orientation is
changed, i.e. martensite is transformed on another habit plane. In
fact, packet boundaries are asymmetric, since laths on one side
(which formed earlier in the sequence of martensitic transformation) lie parallel to the packet boundary, while on the other
side laths end with their short edges at the packet boundary. This
effect adds to the crystallographic misorientation of ~ 40! e60! that
also exists across packet boundaries [11]. In general, the resolved
shear stress on the interfacial plane is highest, if the plane is oriented in 45! to the local loading direction. In fact, the pronounced
surface step observed at the packet boundary in Fig. 7aec is in very
good agreement with the near 45! orientation of the interfacial
plane. This condition is fulﬁlled for all laths in this packet and hence
also these surface steps appeared at other positions. This observation is fully supported by the results from micro-tensile experiments by Du et al. probing speciﬁc boundary arrangements with
respect to the loading direction, where most pronounced boundary
sliding was observed for tilted boundaries with high resolved shear
stresses [38]. Thus, the topological inclination of the interface plane
is another factor, besides the slip system orientation, which contributes to the experimentally observed deformation response via
interface plasticity. Hence, this effect is included in Fig. 11. In fact,
both, the interface plasticity and slip initiation in the lath bulk are
facilitated by a near 45! oriented {110} habit plane with respect to
the loading direction. Yet, it remains challenging to evaluate the
relative contributions of both mechanisms to the overall deformation response. Du et al. concluded that, in case of preferential
interface orientation, interface plasticity dominates over crystallographic slip [38]. Thus, the initial deformation might be carried by
interface and in-lath-plane plasticity, which is supported by our
strain localization results showing early localization along the lath
longitudinal directions (see Fig. 4). The later arising strain incompatibilities are then accommodated by transgranular slip, as it
is for example visible in Fig. 7 for the laths with interfaces parallel
to the loading direction showing perpendicular slip traces, e.g. in
contrast to the favorable oriented center laths. Returning to the
strain histograms in Fig. 3, the strain distribution at a given deformation step can be interpreted as the overlap of a sharp strain
localization component (caused by interface plasticity) and a more
broad, diffuse strain localization component caused by crystallographic slip. The fact that no peak separation is observed at any step
might hint at both mechanisms being equally activated during
deformation.
Another group of interfaces in the lath martensitic microstructure are prior austenite grain boundaries [11,49]. In contrast to
packet, block and sub-block boundaries, the character of prior
austenite grain boundaries is not determined by the austenitemartensite orientation relationship. Also, the boundary plane is
curved, while martensite boundaries are typically straight due to
the strict orientation relationship and the minimization of

accommodation strain energy during martensitic transformation.
As no speciﬁc strain localization was observed at prior austenite
grain boundaries, it might be concluded that ﬂat interfaces are
favored for interface plasticity.
Both, slip plasticity and interface plasticity are altered by the
initially heterogeneous lath martensitic microstructure after
quenching. This was exemplarily shown with the deformation
behavior of typical coarse lath regions. Coarse laths were characterized as less dislocated, signiﬁcantly extended in size, highly
autotempered and thereby softer than the surroundings, since they
form earliest in the course of martensitic transformation [15]. In the
area shown in Fig. 8, coarse and thin laths coexist with the same
orientations of two crystallographic blocks. Still, plasticity is initiated in the coarse lath regions. This is in good agreement with the
fact that coarse laths represent soft spots in the microstructure and
therefore plastically yield earliest, leading to early appearance of
slip steps (see Fig. 8b). Further, coarse lath boundaries are especially
prone to interface plasticity. As coarse laths lack any internal
boundaries, it becomes clear that the incompatibilities with the
surrounding microstructure need to be accommodated by only a
few boundaries compared to a typical parallel arrangement of thin
laths, where the strain can be partitioned to multiple boundaries. In
general, it can be concluded that both, bulk and interface plasticity
are enhanced in coarse laths. Or, in other words, the deformability
is increasing from late (less autotempered, highly dislocated) to
early (highly autotempered, less dislocated) martensite. Thus, the
variations in lath size, defect density and autotempering state
induced by the martensitic transformation sequence are included
in Fig. 11 as the third factor affecting the deformation response of
lath martensite.
Having all identiﬁed factors collected in Fig. 11, it now becomes
possible to discuss and qualitatively predict the deformation
response of a given martensitic microstructure. These guidelines
are applicable for example to the analysis of lath martensite
deformation with crystallographical and morphological differences
inherited by transformation from ultra-ﬁne grained [50] and hotdeformed austenite [51], which will be the focus of our future
work. Yet, the nano-scale mechanisms enabling the observed
interface plasticity remain mostly unclear so far. It was shown here
that thin ﬁlm austenite exists in the as-quenched microstructure
(see Fig. 9), which is stabilized and retained by carbon segregation
to martensite boundaries as an autotempering reaction during
quenching [52e56]. Since the retained austenite satisﬁes the K-S
orientation relationship with the surrounding martensite, intrinsically {111}〈110〉 fcc slip systems lie parallel within the interfacial
plane. It was shown by crystal plasticity modelling that by
considering martensite as a two phase microstructure even with
only a small fraction of inter-lath austenite, the mechanical
behavior can be well reproduced [35,36,57]. However, our TEM
investigations indicate the disappearance of the thin ﬁlm austenite
upon loading, indicating its gradual deformation-driven transformation into fresh martensite. Hence, the austenitic phase could
only carry plasticity during the earliest stages of deformation, but
not to a large extent and, most importantly, not throughout the
entire deformation process.
For a second conﬁrmation of the transformation of austenite, the
deformation process of an alloy with higher carbon content, namely
Fe-0.30C-5Ni, was investigated. By increasing the carbon content to
0.30 wt% a larger fraction of thin ﬁlm austenite can be retained
[58,59]. This alloy was deformed in the same way as the Fe-0.13C5.1Ni alloy presented in Fig. 2a with strain mapping analysis
correlated with EBSD crystallographic mapping. Fig. 12a shows the
strain distribution histogram after an average straining of 3.9%
which is compared to the Fe-0.13C-5.1Ni counterpart with an
average strain of 3.7%. In both cases, almost the same strain
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distribution is observed indicating that the same deformation
mechanisms are activated. This is conﬁrmed by the strain maps
with martensite boundaries overlaid from EBSD analysis shown in
the insets of Fig. 12a. Same as in the low-carbon alloy, slip traces are
resolved in a coarse lath region (inset 1), as well as pronounced
strain localization along the lath longitudinal direction presumably
at interfaces (inset 2). Fig. 12b1 shows an s-XRD pattern obtained at
the undeformed state of Fe-0.30%-5Ni. Besides the major peaks
corresponding to the bcc-Fe martensitic matrix, weak, but clearly
identiﬁed peaks corresponding to (200), (220) and (311) fcc peaks
are observed. The (111) fcc peak is overlapping with the high intensity (110) bcc peak. Fig. 12b2 shows a magniﬁed segment of the
diffraction pattern including only the (200) fcc peak. The calculated
lattice spacing from the 2q peak position yields 0.179 nm and well
corresponds to the (200) lattice spacing from the TEM diffraction
pattern (see Fig. 8a2). In order to analyze the phase compositions
with respect to different levels of deformation, a post-mortem sXRD investigation is carried out on a fractured tensile sample.
Along the tensile axis, the strain gradient is known from optical DIC
analysis based on spray coating. The strain proﬁle together with the
respective synchrotron measurement positions are illustrated in
the inset of Fig. 12b1. In Fig. 12b2 these s-XRD patterns are overlaid
to the undeformed curve focusing on the (200) fcc peak position.
Already at 4% average strain the austenite peak disappeared. The
disappearance of the austenite peaks is conﬁrmed by patterns from
higher local strain levels all lacking any austenite peaks, also in the
(220) and (311) fcc peak positions. As a reference, also the s-XRD
pattern of undeformed Fe-0.13C-5.1Ni is shown which only shows a
slight indication of the (200) austenite peak with signiﬁcantly
lower intensity. Thus, the austenite volume fraction in Fe-0.13C5.1Ni might be even below 1% which is in agreement with our
high resolution TEM analysis.
Another Fe-0.30C-5Ni fractured tensile sample was used for
detailed observation of the steps created on the as-prepared surface after deformation. Therefore, in SEM, the sample was tilted to
70! and rotated about 45! with respect to the loading axis to see on
top of some surface steps that appeared in 45! orientation to the
loading direction. The left inset in Fig. 12c shows a magniﬁed image
of one surface step. The creation of the surface step during deformation is conﬁrmed by the absence of the dense SiO2 particle
pattern, which was originally applied on the sample surface to
measure the local strain. To clarify the local surface structure
caused by the interface plasticity, another pronounced surface step
is shown in the other inset. Brittle features resembling those found
on regular fracture surfaces are suggesting a sort of boundary
embrittlement. Since the thin ﬁlm austenite is enriched with carbon that has been expelled from the supersaturated bcc lattice
during quenching, high-carbon martensite ﬁlms are supposed to be
present at the boundaries after slight nominal deformation of e.g.
10% cold rolling [60]. As a consequence, one possibility is that
dislocation motion is hindered across boundaries, thereby, creating
high stresses on the interface. Surprisingly, only very rarely decohesion resulting in m-cracks was observed until the ﬁnal stages
before fracture. Importantly, Ohmura et al. observed a difference in
dislocation transmission across high-angle and low-angle boundaries in Fe-C martensite by in-situ nanoindentation [40]. At lowangle lath boundaries dislocation motion was hindered by dense
arrays of dislocations at the lath boundary, so that a critical stress
was required to transmit a diffuse dislocation cloud into the adjacent grain. However, at a high-angle block boundary Ohmura et al.
surprisingly found that dislocations are simply transferred and
absorbed in the grain boundary plane which is accomplished by socalled boundary sliding on the {110} interfacial planes. On the block
boundary plane two adjacent martensite variants share the same
{110}〈111〉 slip systems, thereby enabling dislocation gliding along
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the interface. This results in the typical shearing motion of two
adjacent martensite blocks with however rather limited deformation of the respective martensite bulks. In fact, this observation is in
very good agreement with our results on prominent plasticity
localization right at high-angle block and packet boundaries, so
that the process suggested by Ohmura et al. provides the best
explanation so far for the occurrence of pronounced interface
plasticity in lath martensite.
5. Conclusions
We investigated the deformation behavior of as-quenched Fe5.1Ni-0.13C and Fe-5.0Ni-0.30C model lath martensitic steels
focusing on the role of martensite interfaces, lath topology, crystallography and the presence of thin ﬁlm retained austenite besides
conventional slip plasticity. The deformation response can be
described as a superposition of multiple deformation mechanisms:
- Upon deformation, strain localization appears in the bulk of
martensite blocks, but notably also at high angle block and
packet boundaries in the form of interface plasticity.
- The bulk martensite is deformed by dislocation gliding, where
the possible activation of the in-lath-plane slip system enables a
locally enhanced plastic response.
- For the occurrence of interface plasticity, the orientation of the
boundary plane with respect to the loading direction is the
crucial factor. High shear stresses for near 45! orientations
enable most pronounced interface plasticity.
- Nano-scale thin ﬁlm inter-lath austenite is present before
deformation, but transformed even before reaching ~4% average
strain level and thus might not contribute effectively to the
overall plastic process. Instead, dislocation gliding within the
{110} interfacial planes supposedly enables the observed sliding
motion of adjacent martensite blocks along the interface.
- Both, interface and slip plasticity are altered by the initial yield
strength distribution in the as-quenched microstructure
induced by lath size, defect density and autotempering variations occurring due to the transformation sequence (i.e. coarse
‘soft’ laths forming just below Ms and ﬁne ‘hard’ laths formed
around Mf)
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